Abstract:
Nature’s fundamental processes inherently generate regulatory systems and patterns that correlate with the rich realm of natural phenomena. These fertile processes inherently involve elemental relationships that dynamically evolve into integrative systems with startling form and structure generating capabilities. The generative potential and interrelated cellular patterns of these processes offers more comprehensive insights into emergent complex morphology. The intrinsic nature of these process-patterns reveals highly coordinated cellular relationships that are simultaneously stable and yet highly dynamic. The poster offers the evolution of work that is exploring how complex and richly integrated structures and forms are generated from such process-patterns. The images on the upper right and left, and the central-right undulating line, are from an initial project that used a ceiling-mounted potter’s wheel to spin a string into sequential wave-formations (see lower left side) that are initially stable and gradually transform, becoming turbulent at higher speeds. This project, titled Ariadne’s Thread/Rumi’s Ocean, was inspired by scientific investigations of dynamic phenomena. It was recorded from different vantage points, generating a wealth of morphological formations and generative working procedures. The project initiated this architectural and sculptural work-in-progress entitled the “Phenomenological Garden.” The potter’s wheel was also used to cast wax-forms generated within its spinning vortex. Views of one of these casts are shown in the middle-left side and, to their right, are other views of the spinning string. The forms generated through these procedures and their inspirational sources, initiated an investigation into its sculptural and architectural potential.

Systematic analysis of the dynamics of basic geometric relationships generated a series of cellular units and hands-on procedures that allow for the intuitive discovery of the interrelationships between form, structure, and process. The form generating potential of these units has been explored through the foldability of their 2-dimensional patterns and by joining them using wooden dowels and rubber bands into 3-dimensional lattices. Simple units and their complex evolving combinations are shown on the lower-left. The flexible joints, units and integrated assemblies, generate a variety of forms and structures through the emergent, transformative and organizing properties. How these properties are systematically analyzed determines what is discovered and developed through the process. The rich variety is shown throughout the undulating string and on the lower-right colour images. Recent architectural proposals are shown on the lower-left. The morphological diversity revealed through this research offers new insights into nature’s processes as our increasing understanding of complex phenomena is being embraced for technological and conceptual inspiration.
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